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Introduction

Transmitter Interface

This application note describes the interfacing issues
between the Cypress CY7B923/CY7B933 (HOTLink®)
transmitter/receiver and Cypress clocked FIFOs. The
HOTLink-FIFO interface is capable of performing parallel
bus transactions at rates of up to 33 Mbytes/s and serial
transfers at rates of up to 330 Mbits/s. The FIFO serves as
an asynchronous storage buffer between the data bus and
the serial link.

This section describes the design considerations of a highspeed serial transmitter with First-In First-Out (FIFO) data
buffers. The interface design supports basic data
transmission control and serial link testing. The transmitter
design is intended to interface to a higher-level system
controller responsible for handling bus transactions and
the serial link protocol. The interface is a primitive building
block that is easily modified to meet system requirements.

Data Path and Controller
The transmitter interface consists of a single CY7C4231
clocked FIFO interfacing directly to the HOTLink
Transmitter. A transmitter controller supplies the control
signals to both the FIFO and the HOTLink Transmitter.
The architecture of the controller is left unspecified, but it
can be implemented in a CPLD. State diagrams and
generic timing diagrams are provided. A block diagram of
the transmitter interface is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Transmitter Interface Block Diagram
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Built-In Self-Test
The transmitter is capable of checking the functionality of
the transmitter serial connection by exercising the Built-In
Self-Test (BIST) mode of HOTLink. To initiate BIST, the
pin is held LOW, resulting in the transmission of
the repeating character 1010101010. The HOTLink
(Enable Parallel Data) pin is then pulled LOW to enable
transmission of the BIST test pattern. The HOTLink
Transmitter will assert the P (Read Pulse) pin HIGH at
the beginning of BIST and will pulse it LOW once per BIST
loop. During BIST, HOTLink ignores data at its parallel
port and the FIFO must not perform any reads.

Resetting the FIFO
The higher-level controller should reset or clear the FIFO
at power-up, before a new block of data is transmitted, or
if an error occurs. Resetting the FIFO is accomplished by
asserting the
(Master Reset) pin on the FIFO LOW.
Neither a read nor a write can occur on the cycles
immediately preceding, during, or following the assertion
of
. To insure that this condition is met, the interface
controller must be in the IDLE state (Figure 2) during the
entire Master Reset cycle. Proper FIFO reset also requires
that
be glitch free. The higher-level controller is
responsible for coordinating the read and write ports and
insuring that the reset conditions are met.

Controller State Description
For applications requiring high-speed asynchronous data
buffering, the FIFO read and write ports should be
controlled by separate control circuitry synchronized to the
FIFO ports. The FIFO write port interfaces directly to a
9-bit data bus. Data is written into the FIFO by asserting
to enable the write clock (WCLK). Data may be
written at any time as long as the FIFO is not full (as
indicated by the FIFO full flag) and a FIFO reset cycle is
not in progress.

The FIFO read port interfaces to the HOTLink transmitter
parallel port. Control of this interface is the focus of this
section. The transmitter interface state machine controls
FIFO-HOTLink data transactions and initiates the HOTLink
BIST. The interface state machine is under the control of a
higher-level controller responsible for both the serial
protocol and the data bus/FIFO transactions.
The interface controller is a simple state machine as
shown in
. While the state machine waits in the IDLE state, HOTLink
will transmit Sync fill characters (K28.5). When the
Transmit signal is asserted by the higher-level controller,
the transmitter state machine transitions to the TX state.
The TX state reads 9-bit words out of the FIFO into the
HOTLink Transmitter until a Stop condition is detected (the
FIFO is empty or the Transmit signal is deasserted).
Reading data from the FIFO is accomplished by asserting
LOW. The same signal is connected to
(Enable Next Parallel Data) pin of HOTLink. Assertion of
ENN causes data on the next rising edge of the clock to
be latched into the HOTLink Transmitter. The functionality
of the
pin is specifically designed to operate with the
pipelined architecture of clocked FIFOs. After a Stop
condition is detected, the state machine returns to the
IDLE state and asserts the Waiting signal.
The state diagram includes test states for exercising the
BIST capabilities of HOTLink. The BIST loop is entered
when the higher-level controller asserts the Test signal
while the transmitter state machine is in the IDLE state.
The BIST0 state asserts
to initiate to the
transmission of the repeating character 1010101010. The
BIST1 state then asserts
to start the BIST pattern
generation. The higher-level controller could monitor P to
count the number of BIST patters sent. BIST will conclude
when the higher-level controller deasserts Test after the
desired number of BIST patterns has been sent. Control
then returns back to the IDLE state.

Figure 2. Transmitter Controller State Diagram
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Critical Timing Analysis
Timing diagrams are provided for the transmitter interface.
The analysis assumes that the state machine state bits
are accessible sooner than any data or input control
signal.
FIFO-HOTLink Transmitter Data timing is governed by the
FIFO access time (tA = 10 ns) and the data setup time for
HOTLink (tDS = 5 ns).
tA + tDS  tWCLK

Equation 1

With clock periods greater than 30 ns, the data has no
trouble meeting these timing constraints.

The critical timing path of the FIFO-HOTLink Transmitter
interface is due to the delay associated with decoding the
flags and generating the enable for the clocked FIFO
(
) and HOTLink (
). Note that these are the same
signals, but
requires a longer setup time than
.
The delay due to the state machine decoding the flags and
generating the enable is represented as tPD. The FIFO flag
delay, tFD, is 10 ns. The read enable setup time for the
FIFO, tENS, is 7 ns.
tPD  tWCLK – tENS – tFD

Equation 2

A 30-ns clock period leaves the controller 13 ns to
generate the
signal. A timing diagram is provided in
Figure 3.

Figure 3. Transmitter Timing Diagram
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Receiver Interface
The receiver interface uses a single CY7C4231 clocked
FIFO to buffer the parallel data presented by the HOTLink
Receiver. The CY7C4211 FIFO features programmable
flags and three-state output drivers for bus applications.
The HOTLink receiver interface is capable of receiving
serial data at rates of up to 330 Mbits/second and then
writing 9-bit words in the FIFO. Words in the FIFO can be
read to the data bus at rates of up to 70 MBytes/s. A
higher-level controller is responsible for coordinating the
receiver interface and bus transactions according to the
serial link protocol. Figure 4 shows a block diagram of the
receiver HOTLink-FIFO interface.

Figure 4. Receiver Interface Block Diagram

Reframe

Data Path and Controller

The HOTLink serial receiver must synchronize itself with
the proper word alignment of the incoming data. Assertion
of the HOTLink RF (Reframe) input forces HOTLink to
synchronize its internal bit counter with the boundary of a
received K28.5 character. HOTLink will respond by
asserting
LOW when the first K28.5 is received. The
receiver state machine controller should be designed to
synchronize HOTLink at the beginning of data reception or
after excessive errors have been received.

The receiver state machine responds to control signals
from a higher-level controller. The higher-level controller
initiates data reception by asserting the Receive signal to
the receiver state machine. Nine-bit words from the
HOTLink parallel port are stored into the CY7C4211 FIFO
each time
is asserted LOW.
will pulse LOW
when new data is available at the HOTLink parallel port
and will be HIGH when a pad sequence is received
(multiple K28.5 SYNC codes).
is used to prevent the
FIFO from filling with SYNC characters. Data storage will
stop immediately when Receive is deasserted.
If the FIFO becomes full, it will ignore attempted writes.
Full and Empty flags are decoded so that the higher-level
controller can detect when the FIFO contains data or is
completely full.
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The CY7C4211 features programmable Almost Full and
Almost Empty flags. The distance that these flags become
active from the Empty and Full FIFO boundary is
programmed during the FIFO Master Reset cycle. The
distance can be set such that a flag is asserted when a
fixed length packet of data has been received. The higherlevel controller responds to the flag by reading the data
packet out of the FIFO. The Almost Full flag is useful for
preventing data from being lost. This flag can be
programmed to compensate for the response latency of
the higher-level controller so that data can be read from
the FIFO before it becomes full. The decoding of the
programmable flag signals is left out of the controller
design for clarity.

Optional Pipeline Register
The optional pipeline register increases interface speed by
capturing the
pulse and easing the control signal
timing margins.
is a delayed 60% LOW duty cycle
signal shaped for asynchronous FIFOs. Without the
pipeline register, the LOW phase of
leaves less than
½tCKR – 10 ns to generate the FIFO write enable and meet
the set-up time. A clock period of 40 ns (250 Mbit/second)
leaves a manageable 10 ns for the receiver state machine
to generate the FIFO write enable, but as the clock period
decreases to 30 ns (330 Mbit/second), the enable
generation time shrinks to only 5 ns. This timing difficulty
is overcome by pipelining the interface. The data and
status signals must be pipelined to insure the proper word
is written into the FIFO. The timing implications are
considered in the section on critical timing analysis.
A data pipeline register with three-state output drivers can
also be used to isolate the HOTLink Receiver parallel port
from the FIFO write port while programming the
CY7C4211 FIFO flags. A 9-bit program word from an
external source can be written into the FIFO during a
Master Reset cycle. The program word sets the Almost
Empty and Almost Full flags and sets the FIFO parity
option.

Resetting and Programming the FIFO
The higher-level controller should perform a FIFO Master
Reset cycle after power-up, before new data is received, if
an error occurs, or in order to program the FIFO flags. A
Master Reset cycle is accomplished by asserting the RS
pin on the FIFO LOW. Proper resetting or programming
requires that
be glitch free. In addition, neither a read
nor a write can occur on the cycles immediately preceding,
during, or following the assertion of
unless the FIFO is
being programmed. If the FIFO is not being programmed,
the receiver state machine should remain in the WAIT
state during the Master Reset cycle.
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In order to program the FIFO, the higher-level controller
should put the data pipeline register in the high impedance
state. The program word is then supplied to the FIFO by
an external source (data bus, controller, and so on). This
word is written into the FIFO internal program register
during the Master Reset cycle on the rising edge of the
clock that is enabled by
asserted LOW.

Built-In Self-Test
The Built-In Self-Test mode is exercised by asserting the
pin on the HOTLink Receiver. Upon entering
BIST, the HOTLink Receiver will wait for the BIST
initialization code and then assert
LOW when the
code has been received.
will pulse HIGH once per
received BIST loop. RVS will pulse HIGH if a byte pattern
mismatch occurs.
and RVS can be monitored by the
higher-level controller to characterize the integrity of the
link.

Controller State Description
A state diagram for a receiver state machine is shown in
Figure 5. Five simple signals control the interface. The
Receive signal instructs the state machine to store words
into the FIFO when
pulses LOW. Deassertion of
Receive ends data reception abruptly. The Reframe signal
tells the state machine to synchronize the HOTLink
Receiver to the serial data. The Test signal forces the
HOTLink Receiver to enter BIST mode and the Program
signal causes the state machine to write a word into the
FIFO internal program register. The Waiting output signal
is asserted when the state machine is in the WAIT state.
Full and Empty signals are decoded for the convenience
of the higher-level controller to assist in reading data out of
the FIFO. The programmable flags may also be decoded if
they have been programmed. It is important that the flags
be monitored because a full FIFO will ignore attempted
writes. The higher-level controller is responsible for
insuring that the FIFO does not become full.
The REFRAME state is entered by the assertion of
Reframe from the WAIT state. The REFRAME state is
used to synchronize the receiver to the incoming serial
data stream. When the state machine asserts RF, the
HOTLink Receiver synchronizes its internal bit counter
with received K28.5 characters. RDY will pulse LOW when
the first synchronized K28.5 character is available. The
state machine will return to the WAIT state when the serial
data has been resynchronized and
is
deasserted.
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Data reception is initiated by asserting the Receive signal
while the state machine is in the WAIT state. The
controller will immediately transition to the WRITE state
and store data when
is asserted LOW. The WRITE
state continually writes valid characters into the FIFO until
Receive is deasserted. Control then returns to the WAIT
state and Waiting is asserted.
The BIST state is included for handling the Built-In SelfTest. During BIST, writing to the FIFO is disabled.
Assertion of RVS will signal a character reception error.
will pulse once per BIST loop and should be used to
count the number of BIST loops received. The higher-level
controller could monitor these signals in order to
characterize the link.

The PROGRAM state writes the program word into the
FIFO internal program register. This state is entered from
the WAIT state at the command of the higher-level
controller. Programming should only be performed during
a Master Reset cycle ( LOW). In order to meet the FIFO
programming timing requirements, it is recommended that
at least one clock cycle occur on each side of the program
cycle while
is LOW. The higher-level controller is
responsible for meeting the specific programming timing
requirements
discussed
in
the
Resetting
and
Programming the FIFO section of the CY7C4211
datasheet.

Figure 5. Receiver Controller State Diagram

Critical Timing Analysis
Timing analysis for both the pipelined and unpipelined
interface is presented in this section. A Timing diagram is
provided for the receiver interface that does not include
the optional register. Critical timing relationships are
provided at the bottom of Figure 6. This diagram highlights
the critical timing of the
pulse. The interface timing
with pipeline registers is straight forward and the results
are presented below.
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The timing analysis assumes that the state machine state
bits are stable and valid before any critical signal is
available to the state machine and that state bit setup time
is not an issue. This assumption allows the state machine
timing to be modeled by its combinatorial tPD.
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Figure 6. Receiver Timing Diagram

The constraint on the combinatorial delay through the
controller is Write enable generation time from
LOW:

Unregistered Timing
The delayed
pulse tightens the timing margins on the
receiver controller. The state machine combinatorial delay
for generating output control signals from valid inputs is
modeled as tPD. The FIFO enable setup time is tENS = 4 ns.
Assuming tCKR is 30 ns, the constraint on tPD is Write
enable generation time from
LOW:
tPD  1/2 tCKR – tENS – 3 ns = 7 ns

Equation 3

A 40-ns clock period eases the timing constraint to a more
reasonable 10 ns.
The parallel data have no problem meeting the timing
constraints imposed by a 30-ns clock period. The HOTLink
Receiver access time, tA, is 9 ns and the FIFO data setup
time, tDS, is 4 ns:

The HOTLink data and
pipeline register are:

Equation 5

pulse timing constraints to the

Data setup time:
tA + tSU tCKR

Equation 6

RDY setup time:
tSU 1/2tCKR – 3 ns

Equation 7

These constraints are easily met.

Summary
The HOTLink transmitter/receiver interfaces to clocked
FIFOs can operate at speeds up to 330 Mbits/s with no
external logic. Simple state machine controllers can be
used to enable the transmission and reception of serial
data and enable the HOTLink Built-In Self-Test capability.

Critical data timing:
tA + tDS  tCKR

tP tCKR – tAR – tENS = 16 ns

Equation 4

This assumes no trace delays or clock skew.

Registered Timing
With the optional pipeline register inserted, the timing
constraint on the controller is eased. A register access
time, tAR, of 10 ns and set-up time, tSU, of 5 ns are
assumed. Using a 30-ns clock, the HOTLink Receiver
access time is tA = tCKR/5 +3 ns = 9 ns.
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